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Old witch's ring use

Old Witch Ring Old ring by an old witch. Mindundig engraved with indecipherable script, but seemingly useless. Availability Start gift Swap the Sun Magic with Snuggly the Crow Use Allows the player to understand Quelaag's sister when he is equipped. It has no other gameplay effects. Ring in: Dark Souls: Rings, Dark Souls: Edit Starter Gifts Comments
Share Dark Souls: Rings Dark Souls: Starting Gifts Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. FlagView HistoryIt's a gift you can start with. It can also be obtained by trading the Sunlight Maggot to cuddle the crow. There is no other purpose than to talk to Quelaag's sister, whom you meet with Quelaag after the boss fight. As
soon as you ring, the second bell goes down the stairs. follow the wall towards the opening and you will see a section that looks as if it has fewer eggs, you can actually see part of the wall. This is a fake wall, hit it and it disappears, reveals another egg-stressed man. DON'T KILL HIM! He is, after all, a merchant. Talk to him and he moves and reveals a room
behind him with Quelaag's sister and a campfire.  If you wear the ring, she will think you are Quelaag and you will be able to understand what she says. Whether you have the ring or not, you can still join the Chaos League, you just can't understand what she's saying. I've played this through so many times, and I've decided to create a new character honoring
the migration to Steamworks. I chose the Old Witch Ring without knowing what it was doing. I lit the campfire in Blight Town, summoned Maneater Mildred, defeated Quelaag, and rang the bell. Then I lit the campfire next to Eingyi and Quelaag's sister. I spoke to Quelaag's sister, who did not intend to join her covenant. And she thought I was Quelaag. Her
broken voice brought a tear to my eye. Several, in fact. I know it's just a video game, but God damn! I've killed Quelaag so many times and I haven't really thought much about it. I didn't know what I was doing to her sister. I had to do it, I was planning to stay a sunbrocco, I was already +2, but I couldn't live with myself if I didn't help her at least in a file. I joined
the Chaos Alliance. Page 2 25 comments I make a mess servant build, and I wondered if it was worth taking the ring over the master key.
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